
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

iTrack is an effective, affordable 
Thatcham S5 vehicle tracking system and 
one of our leading products. Specially 
designed with you and your vehicle's 
security in mind, the iTrack wired-in unit 
pushes towing, low battery, and motion 
detection notifications straight to your 
phone. With our easy-to-use app, you can 
even immobilise your motorhome in just a 
few clicks. 

 Looking for an Alarm and Tracking 
unit? Sentinel is our Thatcham S5 
security combo for Motorhomes. The 
Sentinel system stops thieves in their 
tracks with motion-detecting alarms, 
ignition control, and immobilisation, 
specially designed to provide you and 
your vehicle the highest level of 
security possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

More Information – Motorhome Trackers 

 

Mi%20Phantom%20Motorhome%20iTrack.pdf
Mi%20Phantom%20Motorhome%20iTrack.pdf


 

 

 

MI01 SENTRY 
TRACKING 

FROM £210 

Our most covert design yet! And it’s wireless!   

MiSentry.pdf
MiSentry.pdf


The Mi01 Sentry is an after-theft tracing system with coverage spanning across Europe. Equipped with 

state-of-the art technologies, we can always find your asset. Its compact size and mounting points 

allow the Mi01 Sentry to be installed out of sight virtu ally anywhere in a car, commercial vehicle, or 

piece of equipment. With the built-in power caps and internal battery, the Sentry has no effect on the 

existing electronics. 

More Information – Mi01 Sentry 

 

Secure your Campervan!  

Protecting a Campervan against theft is important. campervans are a favourite target for criminals, often because of 

inadequate security. Although people use steering and wheel locks this doesn’t stop theft. It is therefore 

recommended by insurance companies to protect your Campervan with an after-theft recovery system. The Mi01 

Sentry tracker is a retrieval system with worldwide coverage. After theft, the position from our beacon to the meter 

passed on, so that our recovery team can locate a beloved Campervan. 

 

Secure your Bike!  

With increased waiting times for new motorbikes, protecting your bike against theft is 

important. Motorcycles are a favourite target for criminals, often because of 

inadequate security. Although there are disc brake locks and chain locks available, 

this form of security still doesn’t stop theft. It is therefore recommended by 

insurance companies to protect your bike with an after-theft recovery system. The 

Mi01 Sentry tracker is a retrieval system with worldwide coverage. After a theft, the 

position from our tracking system will be sent to our call centre so that our 24/7 call 

centre team can locate your motorbike.  

 

Secure your Car! 

From the UK's leading vehicle tracking experts, we bring you waterproof car tracking covertly hidden in 

your vehicle.  Protecting your car against theft and smart key hacking is important, with the developments in 

modern technology methods of theft are progressing quickly.  Mi01 Sentry tracker is a retrieval system with 

worldwide coverage. After a theft, the position from our tracking system will be sent to our call centre so that our 

24/7 call centre team can locate your car. 
 

More Information – Car Trackers 

 

Secure your Caravan!  

Protecting Caravans against theft is important, they are a favourite target for criminals. Theft 

from storage yards, garages and parks can be prevented. Serial numbers often get scratched 

off, so most thefts of caravans are because of because of inadequate security. Insurance 

companies therefore recommend protecting your Caravan with an after-theft recovery 

system. The Mi01 Sentry tracker is a retrieval system with worldwide coverage. After theft, 

the position from our beacon to the meter passed on, so that our recovery team can locate 

your vehicle. 

MiSentry.pdf
Where's%20My%20Vehicle.pdf


 

PRO 3 TRACKING 

DEVICE 

FROM £499 

Looking to monitor your caravan 24/7? 

We will keep an eye on its movements, and using our app or web portal, so can you!  

If unauthorised movement is detected, our Pro3 device will transmit GP S data to our 24-hour 

Emergency Control Centre, which will notify you immediately. Once you have a crime reference 

number, we are then able to liaise with the authorities and swiftly recover your vehicle.  

More Information - Caravans 

 

 

Secure your Boat!  

Protecting Boats against theft is important. against theft is important. Boats a are a favourite target for criminals. 

Theft from boat yards, marinas. trailers or moorings. Serial numbers often get scratched off so most thefts are 

because of because of inadequate security. It is therefore recommended by insurance companies to protect your 

Boats with an after-theft recovery system. The Mi01 Sentry tracker is a retrieval system with worldwide coverage. 

After theft, the position from our beacon to the meter passed on, so that our recovery team can locate your 

outboard. 

Secure your Outboard!  

Protecting outboards against theft is important. outboards are a favourite target for criminals. Theft from boat yards, 

showrooms, moorings and marinas can be prevented. Serial numbers often get scratched off so most thefts are 

because of because of inadequate security. It is therefore recommended by insurance companies to protect your 

outboard with an after-theft recovery system. The Mi01 Sentry tracker is a retrieval system with worldwide coverage. 

After a theft, the position from our tracking system will be sent to our call centre so that our 24/7 call centre team 

can locate your outboard. 

 

 

Mi%20Pro3%20Caravans.pdf


 

VANGUARD CARAVAN 

ALARM 

FROM £325 

Be alerted to any disturbance in your caravan!  

How would you know if your caravan was being stolen? Would you notice it being 

taken from your driveway? What about when you’re sleeping?  

We provide Thatcham-certified alarms with Category 1 approval for possible 

insurance discounts specific to caravans. We also offer cab door protection that will 

sound a 110 dB alarm in the event of an attempted break-in. 

 

SENTINEL TRACKER 

& ALARM 

FROM £575 

Get the best of both worlds! 



Are you worried that an alarm or tracking device won’t be sufficient by itself? No 

fear; we offer the ideal solution.  

Our Pro3 and Vanguard alarm systems work perfectly together to create the ultimate 

alarm and tracking combo. Traditionally, this level of Thatcham Certified security 

would cost over £1100, although our Sentinel Duo system starts at just £575!  

 

 

PLANT TRACKING 
Our range of Plant tracking solutions come with; over 20 years of 
industry experience, top quality service, and the best technologies 
available for plant, construction, and agricultural equipment.  Enjoy 
peace of mind knowing your high value assets are protected by 
industry leading experts. 

AT4 

Robust Battery Operated Tracking and After Theft Recovery 

Solution 
 

Suitable for powered and non-powered assets, our AT4 

device (known as ‘The Rock’) is specially designed for rough 

and rugged environments. Utilising both GPS and GSM technologies while supported 

by a multi-network sim, these fallback technologies allow a position to be gained 

where other devices may be blind.  

Its name 'The Rock' comes from the device's internal components which are 

encapsulated in resin, functioning as an unparalleled defense against outside 

elements. 



 

VT100 

2-Wire Self Installed Tracking Solution  

The VT100 is the go-to ultra-powerful GPS tracking 

system for ever-changing fleet management. Set-up 

requires a simple 2-wire installation, making it easy to 

transfer from one asset to another in minutes.  

Compatible with a wide range of; plant, construction, 

agricultural, and other vehicle fleets, the VT100 facilitates a more dynamic operation 

of your assets. Detailed reports such as, live tracking, journey logs, service 

reminders, and other industry specific data can be accessed instantly or at any 

scheduled time. 

 

VT202 

Hard-Wired Asset Management Solution  

The VT202 is the ultimate tailor-made device, 

programmed specifically to support you and 

your fleet’s needs. As our flagship solution, the 

VT202 can host a range of data-driven features, 

from detailed reports, driver identification, 

wireless temperature sensors, panic buttons, 

volumetric sensors, and so much more.  

Distinctly, the VT202 has several immobilisation options, for instance using a 'no key 

no start' driver recognition system, keypad locking with over 500 codes, scheduling 

ignition times, and remotely from our web browser platform or easy-to-use app. 



ASSET+ 

The Unrivaled Hybrid Solution  

The Asset+ is the UK's first hybrid tracking solution. This 

dual-action unit combines comprehensive features from 

a hard-wired asset management system with a separate, 

covertly installed battery-operated after-theft device. 

By using the Asset+ you gain a full overview of your 

vehicle and the peace of mind that comes with the best 

after-theft recovery technology - proven by our industry-leading recovery rates. This 

solution also works great with our optional keypad immobilisation feature, allowing 

for triple-layer protection for your assets.  

 

KEYPAD IMMOBILISATION 

Double/Triple Layer Protection  

The keypad immobiliser provides a robust and secure 

driver/operator authentication system to prevent theft. 

This system works alongside the VT202 for double 

protection, or the Asset+ for Triple Layer protection.  

 

 


